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BG News
Bowling Green State University

Thursday

weather
Mostly cloudy today and
tonight. High in the mid
40s. Low tonight in the
low 30s. Slight chance
of thundershowers.

October 21, 1982

The Tylenol suspect lived
in NYC area during deaths
by the Associated Press

Authorities said Wednesday that
James Lewis, wanted in connection
with the Tylenol killings in Chicago,
had lived with his wife in a cheap
Manhattan hotel for six weeks, including the period when seven people died
from cyanide-poisoned capsules.
A special squad of 100 FBI agents
and New York police officers were
searching the city in hopes that the
couple might still be there, FBI agent
Kenneth Walton told reporters at a
news conference. Walton said Mrs.
Lewis may have a kidney ailment and
agents were checking New York hospitals.
Walton said that Leann Lewis, 35,
had signed the couple into the Rutledge Hotel Sept. 6 and was last seen
there Oct. 16, Lewis, 36, was last seen
at the hotel Oct. 14.
They stayed in Room 200, Walton
said, registered under the name of
Nancy Richardson, an alias Mrs. Lewis had previously used, and using
the Lewises' Illinois address.
"WE THINK" they stayed here,"
said James Sullivan, chief of detectives.
"We don't think there was traveling
back and forth. The woman was working regularly during that time and her
husband was seen with her."
"He met her at lunch and met her
after work and walked her home,"
Walton added.
I*wis has been charged with attempted extortion for writing a letter
to McNeil Consumer Prodcuts Co.,
the manufacturer of Tylenol, demanding $1 million to prevent future
poisonings. The letter was mailed
from New York City. He is also
wanted for questioning in the slayings
themselves.
"We have no evidence that directly
connects the Lewises to the Tylenol
murders," Walton emphasized. "No
evidence. No evidence.
Asked why the FBI had called a
news conference to discuss the couple's stay at the Rutledge, Sullivan
replied, "Because it may lead to
something bigger."
WALTON DESCRIBED Lewis as
having "a permanent sty on his lower
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'Hackie-sack'

A couple members of the Lo Tuna ministrel group look a lew minutes yesterday to ploy hackie-sack with some University
students. La Tuna'Was here to celebrate the opening of the El Greco Art Exhibit in Toledo.

left eye." He said this was an important identifying mark because Lewis
is always rubbing his eye. Walton also
said that Lewis was known to carry a
knife and constantly carried a knapsack.
Authorities are also looking for a
car they' said the Lewises may have
here, a brown 1969 AMC station
wagon with Missouri license plates.
One motive that has been put forward for Lewis' possible involvement
was revenge for the death of his 5year-old daughter, Toni, in 1974.
"We do know that he was very
upset about the death of his daughter," Walton said. "Reportedly on
occasion he carried a recording of her
voice that he would play for people."
When asked whether Lewis blamed
Johnson & Johnson, which owns the
maker of Tylenol, for his daughter s
death, Walton said. "I have no idea."
A POLICE OFFICER in the Mis
souri town where Lewis grew up has
said Lewis blamed Johnson & Johnson for the death. But a police spokesman in Carl Junction, Mo., called the
revenge motive "just a theory," and
the Kansas City pediatric surgeon
who operated on the girl six weeks
before she died discounted the idea.
"I think it's far-fetched, incredibly
far-fetched," Dr. Keith Ashcraft, the
surgeon who operated on Toni Lewis
in late 1974, said yesterday in an
interview in his office. "It's a little bit
silly."
He said the Lewises "obviously
loved the child very much and were
very saddened by the death of their
daughter," but added that they had
not shown any anger toward him or
anyone else.
Toni suffered from Down's Syndrome and Ashcraft operated on her
for a congenital heart defect common
among victims of the disease. He said
she had run a fever after surgery and
that he had prescribed aspirin. Ashcraft said he did not know if the
Lewises had given her Tylenol instead
of aspirin or what brand of aspirin
thev might have used.
The girl died six weeks later when a
blood vessel ruptured just above her
heart.

Incumbent Latta backs Reaganomics

by Doug Lllllbrldge
senior staff reporter

"Increasing spending or restoi
the cuts we have already
just give students an added debt tp
paywhen they get out of college."
is one of the philosophies that
guiiides incumbent 5th District U.S.
Representative Delbert Latta. Republican Latta is running for his 13th
term in Congress against Democratic
nent Jim Sherck.
itta said that he is sticking to the
"getting government off the backs of

the people" slogan that helped get
President Reagan elected two years
ago.
He is one of the authors of the
budget plan on which the federal
government is currently operating,
and said he believes that the Reagan
economic plan is working
ople wouli
Sure it is. People
would be back to
work right now if they'd have liven
him (Reagan) what he wanted,"
Latta said.
The congressman is referring to the
wa20
President's plea to Congress fo
percent tax cut earlier this year.

Solidarity;

Poles mourn death
NOWA HUTA, Poland (AP) Marching slowly to Chopin's funeral
dirge under banners declaring "Solidarity Lives," thousands of angry and
despairing Poles buried a young
unionist, killed by police in riots set
off by a government ban on the independent union. Wednesday.
Hundreds of riot police backed by
helmeted paratroopers kept a tight
grip on Nowa Huta to prevent new
unrest as an estimated 10,000 mourners and at least 21 Roman Catholic
priests left the funeral of 20-year-old
Bogdan Wlosik.
"My son, oh my son," cried Irena
Wlosik as she threw herself twice onto
her son's coffin. Her husband Jozef
and their daughter Malgorzata wept
as the coffin was lowered slowly into
the ground by friends.
"My son, sleep calmly in our Polish
earth on which you were not permitted to live in peace," said a banner
on one of about 60 wreaths placed
among flowers piled over six feet high
on Wlosik's grave.
Wlosik was killed by a plainclothes
policeman during riots Oct. 15
sparked by the outlawing of Solidarity
Oct. 8. He was the 15th Pole killed in
demonstrations since authorities imposed martial law Dec. 13, 1981, and
suspended Solidarity, the first union
in the Soviet bloc free of Communist
Party control.

The official PAP news agency carried a one-paragraph item on the
funeral and said it was attended by
his family and fellow workers from
the Lenin steelworks.
"They have turned a blind eye,"
said one of many workers who showed
up in grimey work clothes and removed their hard hats before entering
the cemetery. The worker said factory officials knew men were leaving
the plant to attend the funeral during
working hours.
"We would rather launch a new
strike Nov. 10 to mark the anniversary of court registration of Solidarity, one worker said, referring to the
four-hour nationwide strike called for
by the union's fugitive underground
leaders.
"It should be done in every factory
in Krakow because scattered protests
gain nothing," the worker added.

DESPITE THE CROWD, regarded
as unexpectedly large for 9:30 a.m. on
a workday when the funeral began,
Nowa Huta remained quiet because of
tight security in the city and appeals
for calm by the church and local
newspapers.
Church sources said Interior Minister Gen. Czeslaw Kiszczak had met
with priests in Nowa Huta, asking
them to help calm the people.
Police stayed out of the cemetery,
where Solidarity delegations from
"WE SHALL avenge you," was other cities, including the Silesian
scrawled on one of several black-bor- working towns of Wroclaw and Katodered funeral notices appearing wice, announced their presence with
around the city announcing the burial banners.

Reagan received 5 percent
"If you believe in the free enterprise system like I do, this plan has
got to work," Latta said.

LATTA FEELS that there has been
a huge misconception over the increases in defense spending.
"Under the Carter administration,
this country was faced with the possibility of a draft because the volunteer
army wasn't attracting enoughi peopie," he said. "We re-instated draft
registration so that we would have a
pool of names to draw from and the

iresent administration increased defense spending."
"But, very few people realize that
54 percent of the increase in defense
went to personnel wages," he added.
"Now, the military has people practically standing in line to get in. '
On the subject of spending for education, Latta points out that the government has made increases in
funding.
"However, these increases were
not in excess so that we could not fund
them given the tax cuts," he said.
Congressman Latta cited the Gen-

eral Student Loan program, which
saw
increase in funding of 27
percent for fiscal 1983 and 22 percent
for fiscal 1982.

key," Latta says. "We've got to bring
them down so that people can start
buying again. This will stimulate the
economy and put people back to
work."
LATTA, WHO has served as miDemocratic opponent Sherck has
nority leader of the House Budget stated that one of his top priorities, if
Committee for the last seven years, elected, would be to restore the budbelieves that unemployment will be get cuts that were made by the Readown around 9 percent by the end of gan administration.
this year. The congressman cites the
"My opponent doesn't know what's
recent stimulation in the stock mar- going on,' says Latta. "He thinks that
ket and reduced interest rates as his government can spend its way into
cause for optimism.
prosperity. The Congress has tried
"Reducing interest rates is the that and it doesn't work."

Businesses expect
student patronage
by Julie Thornton
copy editor
Three new businesses, two opening
soon and one already open, have come
to Bowling Green primarily because
of the potential patronage from students.
"University crowds are pretty good
crowds," Jim Bair. the district manager for Taco Bell in Northwestern
Ohio, said.

Taco Bell will open its first store in
town, at 320 E. Wooster St., Tuesday,
Oct. 26, according to Bair.
Bair said he saw a need for a Taco
Bell in town.
"It's a pretty progressive community," he said. "I made a lot of noise
to get one here because we usually do
well on campuses."
Bair added that on a campus, persons do not have a lot of money to
spend when eating out. At Taco Bell,
students can eat for less than two
dollars.
The reason that the 320 E. Wooster
St. location was chosen. Bair said,, is

because the travel path from campus
seems to move toward the downtown
area.
"We hope to catch the people coming home from the bars," tie said, and
added that nothing tastes better than
a taco after you have been out drinking.
DEXTER S INTERNATIONAL, a
sub-shop chain, will be opening up one
of their stores about the middle of
November at 510 E. Wooster St.,
where T.J.'s Junction formerly stood,
Operations Director Rick Abraham,
said.
Dexter's has three stores in Columbus and one in Athens, according to
Abraham. They decided to put one in
Bowling Green because it "kind of
parallels Athens."
"We've been in business for 30
Sears in Athens," he said. "The locaon on Wooster is similar to where we
are in Athens. The population of the
campus is similar as well as the
town's population."
Abraham added he predicts business here to be good like it is in
Athens.
"We're giving the place (the building) a whole new image," he said.
"We're putting a patio outside and
landscaping." Abraham added that
they are also planning to put in a
game room which will be carpeted
and hold about 20 games.
Dexter's offers 13 kinds of subs,
mini-burgers, french fries and desserts such as sundaes and ice-cream
cones.

Your Turn

BG News photo/Lli Kelly

Jill Kaufman, a sophomore special education major, works on
placing a transfer onto a t-shirt. Kaufman It the manager of
Wizard's Graphics.
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Ravaged steel industry
needs a controlled EEC
The statistics are in, and things don't look too
"bullish" for the economy of Ohio.
According to the latest figures released by the
United States Labor Department, Ohio has the
fourth-worst unemployment rate (tied with Mississippi) in the country - at 12.5 percent - behind
Michigan (14.5), Alabama (14.2), West Virginia
(13.6).
If there is any encouragement that Ohio does not
have the worst unemployment, that encouragement
is quickly shot down by a breakdown of the state
figures, which shows that Youngstown has the
worst unemployment rate for any major metropolitan area in the United States.
That rate is a whopping 20.9 percent.
When looking at some other figures released this
week, it is easy to see why unemployment is so
severe in the leading steel-manufacturing city in
the state.
Republic Steel Corporation, based in Cleveland,
announced its third-quarter losses as being
$74,564,000. In nine months, Republic Steel has
earned $2.2 billion, a $1.2 billion fall-off from the
first nine months of 1981.
All of these statistics paint the same picture that
we in Ohio have seen developing over the last few
years - the economy in this state stinks, and we are
all victims.
In the wake of the news of Ohio's floundering
economy comes the news that the European Economic Community (a.k.a. as the "Common Market") have negotiated a treaty calling for a new
system of self-restraint.
Unfortunately, West Germany is expressing
"great concern" that its steel manufacturing firms
will have to bear the brunt of the new limitations.
We in Ohio have a hard time feeling sorry for
those West German firms, especially when we have
to read statistics like those mentioned above.
Our allies in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization are constantly bickering that they do not
receive enough, or the right kind of, support from
the United States government.
The most glaring example of that "lack of support" are the sanctions the United States have
requested toward the Soviet pipeline, which the
EEC countries claim thoroughly damage their
respective economies.
While we have not entirely agreed with Reagan's
requested sanctions - in fact or in principle - we
find it hard to stomach that we in Ohio have to
watch our steel industry virtually fold in the wake
of foreign competition, and that competition cannot
see fit to police itself to help our economy.
While regressing into the type of shell the United
States built around itself in the beginning of this
century is unthinkable - and probably impossible in
this age - we will have to enforce trade limits on our
allies if they do not care to restrain themselves.
Agreeably, our economy has been built around
free trade, both within our country and with trade
from the rest of the world, but that Master Plan
must be altered somewhat when this country is in
such a severe depression.
We are sure mat a quick glance at the trade
policies of the EEC countries have been built to
protect their economies, and it is time we do the
same for our country.
THE BG NEWS
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U.S., Soviet ideology - no comparison
Editor's note: Due to Monday's difficulties In operation, a vital part of Dr.
Thomas Anderson's commentary was
deleted. We feel in order for one to
fully comprehend Dr. Anderson's
anaylsis that it should be repeated.
We regret any inconvience.
Resumption of harsh dialogue between the U.S. and USSR calls attention once again to the differences
between the two superpowers. Of the

ANALYSIS
by Dr. Thomas Anderson
many contrasts, perhaps most fundamental is how each distributes political power. Because some here profess
the view that the U.S. is no less
oppressive than the Soviet Union,
examination of the core of each ideology can be instructive.
The Soviet Union rests on doctrine
known as Marxist-Leninism. Although usually treated as a single
body of thought, the hyphen signals
linkage of unlike elements. Indeed,
they are so dissimilar that Dr. Larry
Wolf (professor of geography at the
University of Cincinnati) suggests
that Marxist-Leninism is a contradiction in terms. His point is that the
theory of Marxism has appeared to
humanists world-wide with a vision of
a society without privilege and power
in the hands of common people. Yet,
under Leninism, privilege is institu-

tionalized and power is confined to a
small elite.
Soviet apologists commonly disthis distinction in language so
led it could trap flies. One fiction
is the dismissal of bourgeois, socialists in the west who draw political and
ecomonic inspiration mainly from
Marx. Soviet propagandists strive to
reserve the term socialist for those
goverments with Leninist political
organization. A measure of the success of this campaign were the fears
expressed in this country that France
would become a Soviet ally following
the election of the socialist government of Francois Mitterand. Ignored
was the long history of political competition between the French socialists
and the communists, who are Marxist-Leninist.
Soviet political control at home and
in affiliated rests on two main tenets.
One, affirmed by Marx, is the doctrine of historical inevitability. This
view proclaims as scientific truth the
postulate that societies will advance
inexorable through specific stages to
the first triumph of communism. To
the Soviets, any political activity that
introduces doubts about the immutability of this process cannot be tolerated. To permit otherwise is to
endanger the whole ruling system. A
result is close control by the goverments of all media.
Lenin's ideological contribution
was a mechanism designed to secure
unchallenged political power for the
Communist Party leadership in the
name of equality. The guiding prin-

ciple was termed democratic centralism.
Often obscured by jargon, this concept can be stated simply. The communist party must be accepted as the
only legitimate expression of the will
of people. Within the party each
higher organ supposedly derives its
authority from the lower ones. In
practice debate at lower levels is
confined to how best to comply with
official party positions. These in turn
are first decided by a small inner
group of high officials.
Power is further consolidated by
the stipulation that only party members can hold office. Yet party membership requires submission to higher
discipline. Application of the circular
logic produces a tightly-structured
system that reserves total power -and
privilege - to a few people in top
positions. Any open criticism of these
officials is treated as an attack on the
system and is punished as counterrevolutionary slander.
In American culture the closest
equivalent to Leninism comes from
Damon Runyon. In the sewer crap
game scene from "Guys and Dolls,''
Big Julie from Chicago produces a
large revolver and announces that,
henceforth, it will be played with his
dice. The dice have no spots, but "he
remembers where they were."
Under Leninism the party's insistence on the right to define tor workers what their interests are and the
menace of force against dissenters
make the analogy apt. It is no accident that Marxist-Leninism consistently appeals more to intellectuals

from sheltered backgrounds than to
workers with street sense. The latter
know lust who will end up with power.
Free labor unions thus constitute a
threat to party dominance, a reality
that has been demonstrated in Poland
and elsewhere.
It is with Leninism that the American system contrasts most sharply.
The American system is organized on
the sensible premise that anyone who
holds public office is at least a potential scoundrel. Hence, each position Is
hedged with restrictions and tenure is
subject to regular renewal. At all
levels, power is diffused. Criticism
and irreverence towards the mighty
are national sports, with the media as
hounds. Messy, sometimes wasteful,
and often unfair, the system's
strength comes not from dogma but
from popular consensus.
Comparison here of the competing
ideologies emphasize basic distinctions. Leninism is different from the
western concept of representative
goverment. But it is also not the same
as Marxism. Americans, troubled
about what judgement to make reguarding world events, are urged to
note carefully the stated positions of
various leaders. Under Marxism-Leninist, you might get the former but
are sure to get the latter. In that
event, social gains may or may not
ensue, whereas freedom is a certain
loser.
Dr. Thomas Anderson is a professor
of geography, whose specialties include cultural geography and geographical fieldwork.

U.S. supplies are Begin's sword
After the shock of Sabra and Chatila, everyone wants the good old
Israel to come back again. But America is doing its best to prevent that
resurgence. We support in fact, while
quietly deploring, the two men who
stand in the way of Israel's revival.
Ours is the only country that can warn
Israel off its suicidal course, and we
haveabroBatedourduty^^^^^^

COMMENT
by Garry Wills

The practical argument makes no
sense. As long as Begins shows be can
have his fanaticism and keep supplying American guns and butter, there
is no reason to expect his internal
critics to prevail against religious
demagoguery.
The old Israel has no chance
against the new Israel backed by
American power. I know American
Jews who nave long thought Menachem Begin was leading Israel to destruction but refused to say so
publicly, hoping Begin would somehow go away without their effort.
They should have spoken out sooner;
how can they be silent now?
As for arguments from principle,
what about the priciple of not resupDlying war criminals? The slaughter
of whole camps within an occupying
power's area of total control is awar
crime. Withdrawal of our support
from Menachem Begin is not interfering in national politics; it is upholding
the principles of international law.
We are told, of course, that we
cannot openly oppose Begin, since
that would be interfering in Israeli
politics. President Reagan hypocriti-

cally assures us that we never do that
- the same man who has toyed with
the idea of toppling Cuba's and Nicaraqua's governments, of crushing El
Slavador s and Argentina's insurgents. He says we never have done
that - after our coups in Iran and
Guatemala, our documented attempt
to rig elections in Italy after the war
and in Chile just recently.
I do not say that we should continue
that long record by sabotaging one or
the other parties on Israel. But the
fact is that we already "interfere" in
Israeli politics (as Israel does in
ours): We continue to give Menachem
Begin the guns with which he has
embarked on his imperial course, and
the butter to keep Israelis docile under that expenditure of men and
money out in the ever-greater biblical
Israel.
After advancing the argument from
S'rinciple - that we should not interere in another's country's politics our administration adds a practical
argument: Refusal to support Begin

would just rally Israelis to him out of
anti-American sentiment. This is a
curious combination of the principled
and the practical: By not assailing
Begin, we present further support for
him. In other words, we interfere in
Israel's politics by refusing to do so.
The only trouble with the practical
argument is that recent history
mocks it. That was the argument we
heard after Begin's Pearl Harbor
attack on Iraq. We must let his internal critics bring down Begin after he
has gone too far. The same argument
was heard when he annexed the Golan, when he sped up the settlement
policies in "Judia and Samaria." If
we stayed out of things, the good old
Israel would rise up again and defeat
the religious fanaticism of a man who
subordinated international bargaining to biblical fiat.
We heard that argument again
when Begin invaded Lebanon for the
second time, when he pushed north,
when he entered East Beirut, when he
entered West Beirut. Now we hear it

after his troops marshaled the killers
to their way in the death camps.
The officer corps of Ariel Sharon's
own army has criticized him. It does
not represent the old original Israel,
the one forged from the founder's
vision. We undercut those leaders
when we support Sharon and Begin in
their bid to create a new Israel, a
demagogic vision in which God is
reduced to one country's real estate
agent.
Garry WHls is a political analyst from
Baltimore. His column is presented
by Universal Press Syndicate.
RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page Is the
campus forum for your comments
regarding something in The News
or anything ot interest to the
University and community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
for verification.

by Garry Trudeau
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Woman ends marriage, strives
for own identity in school

Argust Buckler, who has boon caretaker ol Oak Grove Cemetery for the last five years,

BG Mews photo/Dale Omorl

inspects the cemetery grounds Tuesday.
• ♦♦>«

Paula Erdman:

Sorry we missed you last week,
we'll try harder for tonight!!

♦♦•»«

Editor's Note: This U the last In a She works as a social worker in the
three-part series dealing with di- area.
vorce. The names have been changed
to protect the confidentiality of the
JANE HAD always given in whensourcea.
ever Bill got angry at her for looking
by Lou Wllln
for a job, but by 1977 she was ready to
senior staff reporter
let him go ahead with the disillusionment proceedings. Never before
Jane, 37, wanted to be superwife would Jane have allowed her husband
and supermom. She expected too to file for the disillusionment. She
much from life by not asking for always feared that she was finanenough for herself. That almost killed cially dependent on him.
her. "He did some sex role stereotypHer marriage and family were al- ing," she said. "We were talking real
ways important to her. But she financial dependency. If you have all
needed to find her own identity the power in the relationship you
through a job or school.
aren t going to give me what I want."
"I had so much more to give," she
Her two children didn't want her to
said.
let their father file for disillusionHer husband, Bill, was a local exec- ment.
utive and would not accept this. Their
"If someone said you'd have a $100,marriage fell apart when she decided 000 house, two beautiful kids, a husto enter the University in 1975, she band who is an executive with a
said. Her husband filed for disillusion- $60,000 income," she would have been
ment in 1977, after 15 years of mar- overjoyed, Jane said.
riage.
She added "It's such a shock. That's
"I see a relationship continuing what we were working toward. Those
because each partner has wants and were the dreams."
needs that the other partner cares
But something made her go to class
enough to meet," she said. "The and something made her let her husrelationship needed to be changed. It band file the papers, even though they
was based on dependence. I have no had attained those dreams.
regrets at all. It just took too much
energy to maintain."
THROUGHOUT THEIR marriage
Jane said she has found a new life she did what was expected of her after the disillusionment of her mar- what he expected of her.
riage. She graduated from the UniShe used to work in Chicago as a
versity in 1980, and received her volunteer for Recording For The
master's from Ohio State last spring. Blind, a reading service for blind

~

352-9285

1982 FALL LITTLE SIS PLEDGE CLASS

"IT HAD to do with my self-esteem.
This was meaningful to be with exciting and challenging people. It was
recognition. It was strokes," she said.
By the time they moved to this area,
her children were getting older, and
were less dependent on her care.
She said she lost her identity because of all these things. She did not
know who she was.
She tried to prove her worth by
having frequent cocktail parties with
50 guests.
'"That was the expected role of the
see DIVORCE paqe 4

COUPON

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
is proud lo present (heir

persons. As an executive, he seldom
got days off from work. When he did
have a day off, he did not find out until
the last minute. He then expected her
to take a day off from her job with the
blind.
She said that he had nothing against
her job as long as it didn't interfere
with his plans and as long as she
didn't bring home a paycheck.
She fit the image of her being a dogooder well. The stories about her
helping Girl Scouts and the blind were
good for cocktail parties. "Jane could
nave carried baskets to the poor," she
said.
When they moved to this area from
Chicago, she moved for her husband.
And with that move, she left her
activities and she lost her self-esteem.
At Recording For The Blind, she had
been a reader for blind college professors and college students.

• confidential, personal care
< special rates for BG. students
1
541 W. Wooster, temporarily

50<- OFF
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 50*
OFF ANY LARGE

Wendy Ely
Meredith Mereslo
Natalie Alkire
Joan Germano
Colleen Minnich
Beth Anderson
Debbie Knauf
Lisa Kohr
Ann Austerman
Lynn Kuzma
Kim Seutzling
Diane Babuder
Mimi Lojacono
Becky Painley
Jenny Blum
Michelle Malloy
Brenda Reeb
Anna-Marie Bjimstad
Jackie Meeting
Chris Schaefer
Laura Brennan
Rosanne McHugh
Maureen Rowell
Lori Clark
Judy Slang
Patty Titus

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
in wood county

O O

SUB

... all methods of birth control,
annual exams (inc. pelvic, pap, urinalysis, hemoslobin), presnancy tests,
counseling community education

CONGRATULATIONS LADIES!

p

Free
Delivery

mornins, afternoon and
evenins appointments .. .

ifigy*

I
I
I
I
I
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o
u

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main

o
N

I

I

One Coupon Per Sub - Good thru 11 30 82|
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Now Thru
Sunday; Oct. 31

I-75& Wooster
Bowling Green

Hallowe^M
SpecialsiU.
Won The Way
7

MINI MARKETS^

WE'RE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.
BEER AND WINE AT STATE MINIMUM PRICES • CIGARETTES
GAS • OIL • MILK • BREAD • SOFT DRINKS • ICE • SNACKS

SPECIAL VALUES NOW THROUGH SUNDAY, OCT. 31
SAVE 50«» REG. $1.69

2-LITER

COKE, PEPSI
Tab, Sprite
Diet Pepsi
Mountain Dew

SAVE40««FRITOLAY®

NEW!
Extra Crispy

BRAND CHIPS

REGULAR 4BARBEQUE

REG. 30* EACH

ASSORTED
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
MEADOW GOLD DAIRY

GAL. MILK
,|79 ,|M
Homogenized

2% Low Fat

CANDY
BARS

HEY YOU!
There are only

TWO WEEKS

Left to have your
SENIOR PORTRAITS
taken
MAKE YOUR
APPOINTMENT
NOW!
Call:
THE KEY 372-0086
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PREPARE FOR
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SATACTDATGRECPA
• Opportunity to make up
• Permanent Centers open
missed lessons.
days, evenings and
weekends.
Voluminous home-study
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated > materials
constantly
full-time staff.
updated by researchers
• Complete TESI-N-TAK*
eipert
in
their
field.
facilities for review of
class lessons and supple' Opportunity to transfer to
mentary materials.
and continue study at any
• Classes taught by skilled
of our over 105 centers.
instructors.
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
GRE PSYCH g, BIO • MAT • PCAI • OCAT ■ VAT • TOEFL
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • RN BDS
SSAT • PSAT • SAT ACHIEVEMENTS
Call Days. Eves « Weekends
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E§ KAPLAN
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loocanONAi ctM'ia

^a-g»
rcSI PWPUUIION
■Tab SPECIALISTS SMCE 1938

(419)536-3701
3550 SECOR RD
TOLEDO. OHIO
43606

December grads get sign-up priority
by Laurie Maddea
reporter

Student complaints nave
initiated the University
Placement office to begin a
new procedure that is
hoped to aid students with
interview sign-ups.
According to James Galloway, director of placement, the new procedure
will lessen the number of

students waiting in lines
each night before interview sign-ups.
Presently, he said, between 300 and 500 students
line up each week. Galloway said students are lining up as early as 7:30 the
night before sign-ups. The
actual sign-up procedure
takes only 20-30 minutes,
he said.
The new procedure will

Divorce •••ft—**1
executive's wife," she
said. Friends told her she

her get a lob.
"I WAS looking

far I ".format left AMajt On*' CMtfl'l
(Ml* NT itlti

chi iki mi NO 223 1712

categorize students by
their expected date of
graduation, giving priority
to December graduates.
"We're trying to be fair
to both December and May
gradutes, realizing the tremendous pressures they're
under." Galloway said.
Students are apprehensive and trying to get on all
available interview schedules, he said.

remembered her wedding
for vows, "for better or

| COUPON

A

TAKE A CHANCE ON US
f^ZJJS

Bring this coupon and receive Automatic 5%
off any mask. Any Purchase over $25.00 take

g

a roll of the DIE for additional Discount.
THE HALLOWEEN SHOP

188 S. Main ■ Mini-Mall
~H COUPON

Galloway said many of
the complaints were from
December graduates who
felt they were not receiving priority regarding
sign-ups. Galloway said he
agrees that priority must
be given to December
graduates, and it is important for May graduates to
remember that unlike
those graduating in December they wilTbe avail-

WITH THE new system
December graduates will
sign-up for interviews on
each Tuesday, from 7:30 to
8 a.m. May graduates will
be allowed to fill available
positions on Wednesday
mornings between 7:30 and
8. The new procedure will
begin next Tuesday. Galloway said the forum doors
will open each night before
sign-ups at 6:00.

out of it.' That didn't give
me any bargaining
power," she said.
"I was miserable. When
I look at how I was, I'm
sorry for the person I was.
I was unhappy," she said.
She was so unhappy with
what she was doing that
she came close to dying of
internal hemorrhaging.
"When you don't want to
do something, the most
socially acceptable thing
to do is get sick," she said
"I got real sick. Part of me
just didn't want to live."
The bleeding would not
stop after treatment and
surgery^^^^^^^^^^

Jane believes that the
doctor knew her problem
was emotional because he
brought in her two children
to see her while she was in
bed at the hospital. She
said she saw herself in her
children's despair.
"I KNEW I had to live. I
was aware from their reaction that if I didn't stop I
was going to die," she said.
As she lay in her bed at
the hospital, she told Bill
that she couldn't keep
Soing like she had been,
ill agreed.
After six months of recovery it was time to make
that new life for herself.

THIS IS IT!!!
Sunday, October 24
BOSU Whittaker Track

You are cordially invited to attend a

CHAMPAGNE BUFFET BRUNCH

"ENTERTAINMENT"
Folk Singing
BGSU Marching Band
ROTC Demonstrations
Rock Band "Trouble Boys'

honoring

SUNDAY, OCT. 24, 1982
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

at the
B.G.S.U. ICE ARENA LOUNGE
Marcar Road, Bowling Green. Ohio

She started school at the
University.
It didn't seem like a bad
idea to either spouse. In
fact, school was right in
line with his plans. It was a
status symbol to have "wifey" dress up for the cocktail parties and then put on
jeans to go to school.
"It meant that he had
money," she said.
School probably looked
better to him than a job at
first. She wouldn't be
bringing a paycheck home,
so no one would think that
he couldn't support her.
"The problems came
when he couldn't keep me
down," she said.

COME TO HAVE FUN!!

COME TO RUN!!

JAMES R. SHERCK
the Deuocrctk Candidate for U.S. Congress, District S

To devise the new system a student committee
was selected, which met
earlier in the week with the
placement staff and presented the new proposal.

"PART OF me is sorry
that the marriage couldn t
accommodate this (her
change)," she said. "But
I'd rather be where I am
than where I think I would
be if I stayed married.
"I had done what I set
out to do. I got my master's. I'm in a profession
I'm pgood at and that I
like.'
"I would do it all over
again," she said. "I'm delighted I am where I am. I
like me a lot better than I
did then."

FMUODM IF.0JM OSUM
"RUNNERS"
12:30-1:30
VIP Celebrity Run
130-2:30 Campus Run
2:30-3:30 Community Run

able for interviews next
semester. He also added
that the greatest percentage of companies schedule
interviews for spring semester.

special offer

BG men need YOUR
SUPPORT

STUDENT COURT

Toledo/BG Football
game tickets and
transportation $9.00

Carousel
Beauty Shop

Is currently accepting applications for the court staff
Applications may be picked up in room 405, Student
Services Bldg., and must be returned NO LATER
than October 29. 1982.
Any questions may be answered by calling the
Student Court office at 372-2969" All Interested
students are urged to apply

Champagne Buffet Brunch
Fruit and cheeie board
Antipasto
Ralitha.
Dali Delit-» iray
English muffins
Bogali
Fruit I nut muHins
Roost turijM'Y
Ham with rospborryfum gloie
Chtcktn and win* crepes
Blueberry and strawberry Winli,
Eg^s Benedict
Corn and a iple fritters with syrup
Sausages
Sweet ond sour potU
Subgum fried rice
Quiche Florentine Crab-shrimp quiche Mom-mushroom quiche
French fried vegetable potpourri
Fried won tons
Champagne punch
Bloody Morys
PinoColodas
Coffee
Iced tea

$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS
with coupon good
11M/82

Vanuua rii*ij,nu itytoh Available

DAVID HOSEBROCK
GAYLE KRAMP
NEXUS
REDKEN
140 EAST WOOSTER

352-0800

DONATION: $20.00 PER PERSON
For reservations mail to:
"SHERCK FOR CONGRESS"
C/O ALLEN R. BALDWIN
126 N. PROSPECT ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402
Name
Address
No. Attending_

Donation Enclosed.

CALL 354-3544
i.d lo* b, SlMfch lor Cortf... C««m •*•*•«• PW»
I'M, I 10* Hay*. f,.m<N.t O

For Congress

Tell Mom and
Dad in a special
way you care...
Write an essay for
the "Parent of the Year"
award (500 words or less) Prizes and
Parent Recognition during
the Pre-game. F.B. game on Parent's
weekend.
Deadline: Wednesday, Oct. 26 5:00
Turn assays In a the UAO office.

Political advertisement paid for by Sherck for Congress
Comm , Marlene Purdy. Treos 110° Hayes. Fremont O
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Sweet Honey in the Rock
with Shirley Johnson, Interpreter tor the Hearing Impaired

'n COnCBu

Friday,

g October 22, 1982
8:00 p.m.
#■

2|

Grand Ballroom,
Student Union
Bowling Green
State University

2
§•

SI Tickets:
$8.50 Ganaral Admission
Ira* child cora provided
... .
...
oVZdow
Produced by
I Woman for Woman

"WE ARE A GROUP OF BLACK WOMEN SINGING. . . BY SINGING
TOGETHER WE BECOME MORE OURSELVES. WE CREATE THE ADDITIONAL SPACE TO BE WHO WE ARE ... WE ARE SERIOUS ABOUT
BEING BLACK PEOPLE AND WOMEN PEOPLE AND SINGING PEOPLE
AND REFLECTING THAT IN OUR WORK"
s~.i JJ.~, /. iL R~L
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TONIGHT'S
MOVIE
(aaat&NaV
Afct
urn ufi fw. Map

Babes in Arms
8:00
,; Gish Film Theatre

I

irp

ToniaM...Friday...Saturtay...Tonlght...Frlday...Saturfay...m^

^^ FREE

Weekend with

"Slip Shlindler"
Tonight & Tomorrow
8:00 - 11:00 PM
Sidedoor $1.50
Lots of Dancin!!!!

jnies' • • Atpw Aepjn|es"Ae|>Md"w*uoi"Ae|Mn,es"Aw

FRIDAY'S MOVIE

|

On Golden Pondr
7:00, 9:30 and I
Midnight too!
"
Main Auditorium j?
wmck <-JLUut*t*mnt 4

Wot

4:00,7:00,49:15 pm
Mai) Audrtorium
Both Movies $1.50 w/I.D.
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Reagan misquotes com mon
WASHINGTON (AP) - In a
factory cafeteria on the
outskirts of Columbus,
President Reagan told a
surprising story about
Linda Brown, the little girl
who lent her name to a
lawsuit and became a symbol of American school desegregation.
The president's story
made the kind of compelling anecdote that Reagan
loves and helped justify the
administration's recent
announcement that it was
prepared to join communities seeking to overturn
local, court-ordered busing
plans.
But the story wasn't
true.
A month ago, in his remarks to a group of editors
of religious journals, Reagan used a figure on the
survivability of premature
babies to bolster his argument that abortion should
be outlawed.
His figure wasn't correct.
AND IN his last news
conference, Reagan said
unemployment went up in
the closing months of
Jimmy Carter's presidency when it actually
went down. He claimed the
gross national product,
used to measure recession
and recovery, had grown
for four quarters when he
meant two.
For a time, published

accounts of presidential
misstatements sparked
high-level searches for exculpatory evidence. Now,
more and more, officials
simply shrug their shoulders when Reagan commits another faux pas.
The president's inability
to get his facts straight, a
longtime subject of derisive comment among the
reporters who cover him.
has become a matter of
diminishing concern for
the White House staff.
"I think it's basically
gone away because it's no
big deal, says communications chief David Gergen. "The things that
people are concerned
about are of a totally different nature."

time he's going to occasionally be off on one; it's
not a federal case."
Reagan's stories generally are intended to make a
Siint, and in Columbus, on
ct. 4. he was attempting
to explain his move against
school busing.
A worker at the AccuRay
plant asked the president if
local communities could be
permitted to decide
whether to require school
busing for desegregation.
THE PRESIDENT reKated his oft-stated belief
it "busing has failed in
its purpose. Then he went

said. "And then she had a
daughter of her own, and
Mrs. Brown is opposed to
busing in her own community because, she said, now
her daughter is bused
miles past the school near
their home, and she said
that wasn't what she had in
mind."

"Mrs. Brown took this
all the way to the Supreme
Court because of her own
memories of her childhood
when she had to go miles
past a school near her
home simply because of
segregation," Reagan

As a girl, Linda Brown now Linda Brown Smith was bused miles past a
white school near her
home to attend a black
school on the other side of
Topeka, Kan., before the
Supreme Court decision.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Hwnn Haunt] Mcinn
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MIXED BOUQUETS
$2.50
DAISIES
$2.50 dozen
FANCY CARNATIONS $5.00 dozen

Myles Flowers
Dairy Queen Bldg.
Facing Railroad Tracks

$18.00

+yt A iviadneAA
PRESENT THIS COUPON DURING THE
MOONLIGHT MADNESS SALE THURSDAY.
OCTOBER 21 FROM 7 TO 11 PM AND
RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL
$1.00 OFF ANYONE
ITEM AT THESE PARTICIPATING STORES.

VISA
MASTERCARD
WELCOME

Wilkins, the sales representative, said he used to
put advertisements in the
BG News.
"I did pretty well
through small ads in the
paper," Wilkins said. "He
(the owner of the Bellefontaine store) just knew business was here."

MI-MT- Jewelry Store
Uhlmsn's
Finders Records & Tapes
Lahy's Electronics Inc.
Ben Kranklin

525 Ridge St

20% off

At Command Performance!

HAIRSTYLING NOW
COSTS YOU LESS!

ST8S"AROOSTIK"

| Local Talent!

A i Oct. 24 & 25
UP for a 15 min.
U JSIGN
{SPOT in the UAO office!
9PORTO
D Local Talent Nite
Nov: 4 & 5
I
T C^abaret Nov. 1
8-11 PM
I
| An application form
0 J in the UAO office
needs to be filled out
N i; prior
to Auditions
S I
by Gold Seal

DUCKSHOES

!QuestionsTCall 2-2343

(Special Fall '82
Reduced Pricesl)

(IN STOCK)

FHEE atyllnq consultations for man S women.
com* laam now we can maka you look battarl

THURSDAY OCTOBER 21
"MOONLIGHT MADNESS"
7:PM - 10:PM
styles also.

To keep your feet warm and dry, you
need a boot with sturdy uppers. Lined
inners. Water resistant soles. And a
bottom tough enough to weather just
about anything.
You need Sporto.The classic boot that's
rugged where it counts. Fashionable all
over.

SBKttg&y
(Rag. $14)
Shampoo & styling
CReg. $8)
Fun permanent •
(Reg. $35)
Part'l permanent •
(Reg. $25)
Frosting •
(Reg. $35)
Color highlight •
(Rag. $20-826)
Tinting •
(Rag. $16-522)

available in green
navy, red, and butterscotch

• Haircut extra

SAVE

**' Now only $101

SAVE $31 Now only $61
(Hot Voters or wet sets: $2 extra)

SAVE $10! Now only $261
SAVE $7! Now only $W
SAVE $10! Nowonly $261
SAVE $5! Now only $16-$21I
SAVE $4! Now only SC-S1S!
(Slight additional charge for
below- sh
shoulder-length hair)

Command Performance

145 N. MAIN
DOWNTOWN BG
353-8942
M.F.9-9 Tu.W.Th.Sa 9-5:30

The Hairstyling Place
Salon hours: »-9 M-F, 9-7 Sat, 12-5 Sun Tel 352-6516
1072 N. Main Street
Bowfcrg Green, Onto
Appointments available for perms & cotorng
HtMRYl Sala la for LIMITED TIME ONLYI

Elect AAarlene K.

NORTON,.

NORTON, «A

County Auditor

County Auditor

i mam taamt, •***..

atot I

% {

CASH & CARRY
SPECIALS

The Powder Puff

H

JACK'S
BAKERY

baklava-cheesecake- coffee and '
doughnuts —peanut butter cookies j
Dannon yogurt-50*
•
• Present this coupon $2 minimum purchase •
I A- 11/1/82
1448 E. Wooster
¥
¥ O/lf
(Across from Harshman)
+J\ t
■ " Hours: MF 8 10 Sat & Sun 9-10
V •
Bagels • Bagels • Bagels • Bagels • Bagels • Bagels

The best 100% Cotton
Turtleneck around in a rainbow of colors S.M.L.XL.

"WE TRY to get the
press to focus on the big
picture," said a Reagan
aide who agreed to discuss
the problem when promised anonymity. "In most
cases the president knows
the substance of the issue.
And I think we've iust
come to the conclusion that
B;ople (within the White
ouse) are not going to
devote endless amounts of
time chasing down figures."
Asked if he meant to say
it doesn't matter if the
president gets his facts
wrong in public, the aide
said, "Sure, but when he's
out there talking all the

• paMlot h *t C.i-tn,.

tfi

~TST

HJBJ Skyr Turtlenecks

Businesses.
. . . from Page 1
WIZARD GRAPHICS Imprinted Sportswear Inc.,
112 S. Main St., open since
August 30, was opened in
town because a sales representatives' orders to the
Bellefontaine store were
high, according to employee Jim Wilkins.

on to tell a story about
Linda Brown, whose name
gave title to the 1954 Brown
v. Board of Education
case. By deciding in favor
of Linda and her fellow
black school children, the
Supreme Court held school
segregation inherently unequal and unconstitutional.

Bagels • Bagels ^Bagels • Bagels • Bagels • Begets

"A Professional for a Professional Job'

Dl BENEDETTO'S SUB-ME-QUICK
in Toledo 3053 W. Bancroft
(Next to Toledo University)
Coupons good in both Stores

m.«

Gladieux

Dl BENEDETTO'S SUB ME QUICK

143 E. Wooster
Delivery starts

352-4663

at 4:30
imsBeasBSBeaieBssii

¥

.O
1*

25% OFF\*^
SALE

V
Purchase of 8" Sub
Expires 11-5-82

*

Purchase of 8" Sub
Expires 11-5-82

Jpurchaseof*'»..«« *

*•

Expires 11-5-62

.——

I
[ ■

iHts Cabg'B aJuiccbfi

x

2 ft Decathlon
Expires 11-5-82

1

SALE

j

25% OFF
ENTIRE STOCK

1
1

Mens and Ladies
clothing & sportswear

y" '

• S:

J 2 8" Subs

II

MOONLIGHT
MADNESS

-NO EXCEPTIONS-

1

ALL DAY THURSDAY OCT. 21st
1 DAY ONLY-HOURS 9:00 to 9:00

|

- ■ '■'»•■• >—«
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Side Door changes stage to nightclub
by Dan Murphy
reporter

"The tiroes they are achangin'," Bob Dylan tells
us. And the Side Door at
the Student Union is changing with them, switching
its format from the folk
music Dylan helped make
popular to a new nightclub
atmosphere.
The Side Door was
called the Carnation Room
until the late 70s. But
when the name changed,
the style of entertainment
it offered did not. It contin-

"We're trying to sell it
ued to feature a coffeehouse format with folk as a nighclub this year,
r'tar players, according instead of a coffee house,"
Ralph Gillespie, UAO he said, explaining that the
director of Side Door enter- Side Door will offer different kinds of bands each
tainment.
In 1980 the Side Door week.
expanded its image by
"IF WE MISS a certain
adding comedians, dancers and mime acts. The faction of students, we try
room has also been used to catch them the next
stricly as a discotheque, week with a different style
and sometimes still is, thus of music," he said.
It's hard to tell which
the silver wallpaper.
The Side Door changes style of entertainment is
every year because its di- the most popular, because
rector changes every year, that would involve having
the same kind of music for
he said.

a month or more at a time,
Gillespie said.
Changing styles every
weekend results in smaller
crowds but pleases more
people, he said.
"The point is to provide
quality entertainment for
students at a low price,
weekly," he said. "We're
not hiring Poe Ditch and
the Plumbers to come in
and twang."
The Side Door can hold
150-175 people, depending
on how the stage is arranged.
Some performers at the
Side Door are big on the
campus circuit, some are
virtual unknowns, and
some are big local draws.
Some have opened for bigname acts, like Mark
Smith, who opened for Jef-

WE NOW
+ PERFORM
A MIRACLES

29

88

4TANDABD CLEAB GLASS
SINGLE VISION LENS ■«
• -400 TO -*O0 CYL.

Anyone can audition for
Local Talent Weekend,
which will be on University
Parents' Weekend this
year to give the students'
parents a chance to see
Ihem perform, he said.

WASHINGTON (AP)
When Lyndon Johnson was
running against Barry
Goldwater for president in
1964, Democrats used a
television commercial that
has been cited ever since
as a low water mark in
political campaigning. It
now appears that the 1982
campaign tide may be just
as low.
The 1964 ad showed a
little girl plucking petals
from a daisy while a clock
ticked down to zero. The
next scene was of a nuclear
blast. The commercial
made no mention of Goldwater, but it was pulled off
the air after Republicans
yelled "innuendo and "li-

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP HONORARY

Phona 352-576J

If you spend
more than

$

CABARET, a Broadway-style review, will be
the Side Door's gala event
this year.
"We get out the white
shirts, black ties, and linen
tablecloths." Gillespie
said. "It's like a dinner
theater, only we don't
serve dinner.

TV campaigns reviewed

ODK

If you need copies ol reports, proposals, or other
documents, and you need them in a hurry, you've come
to the right place
Because our place now has a Xerox high-speed duplicator
When you see how fast it turns out copies that look like
originals, we think you'll agree. "It's a Miracle1"
111 South Mam St.. Bowling Ortin, Ohio 43402

ferson Starship, he said.
John Husbands, Chris
Reynolds, Stacey Mitchart
ana Ken Cowden have
played in the area long
enough to have a local following, he said.

APPLICATION NOW
AVAILABLE FOR
All Juniors and Seniors in
405 Student Services and
The UAO Office, 3rd Floor Union

188
8TANDARD GLASS
BIFOCALS

•-40010-100 CYL

DUE MONDAY, OCTOBER 25th at
5:00 pm in 405 Student Services or
The UAO Office

VKtuomg your choc* of ovf 1000 currant tra/na tasTuona TmttO plastic
overwa out of stock lanaat. prceo tNghar

for quality
eyeglasses
you may need
more than your
eyes examined.

c\ocV *****

THE PRICES WE ADVERTISE
ARE THE PRICES YOU PAY
Natuitfy. you don'i buy eyeglasses wary week, but when you can sav*
$30. $43 ex $50 on a WMW pair of glasses, that's a saving worth a trip to
BUPUNGTON OPTICAL
Our lenses ana frames come from the same reputable menufacturers as
those at the most •■pan*** optoans. No matter how much you spend.
you can't BUY better or more prolessionaJ t'timg and service than ours
EYES EXAMINED BY OR KENNETH G BAKER 0 0
*GM TIMS »HU « JO* THU«S tXM SAT t»l MO.OUOWU) I SUM

mi
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Opponents rebuke ads

***• Ho

helper se."
There is a strong family
resemblance in some 1982
versions.
A spot that ran for a
week in California ended
with a mushroom cloud
and a child saying, "I want
to go on living, followed
by a voice: "Pete Wilson
opposes the Nuclear Arms
Freeze. Jerry Brown supports it. Vote for your life.
Elect Jerry Brown to the
U.S. Senate."
WILSON, THE Republican mayor of San Diego,
said the commercial was
"innuendo by graphics,"
and complained it depicted
him as "Mayor Strangelove." Brown, the Democratic governor, said the
purpose of the commercial
was "to initiate a debate on
the nuclear issue."
The ad drew a lot of
criticism and was withdrawn a few days later.
Seattle City Attorney
Doug Jewett, running in
Washington against incumbent Democrat Henry
Jackson for the Senate, has
a commercial that opens
with an orange cloud
mushrooming above the
horizon. It cuts to blackand-white photographs of
Hiroshima victims, then to
a photo of Jackson, and a
voice says: "He has resisted the efforts of Presidents Kennedy, Nixon,
Ford and Carter to curb
the arms race."
In North Dakota, Republican Gene Knorr, running
for the Senate, called a

H

radio commercial by incumbent Senator Ouentin
Burdick "a new low in
taste." The offending ad
stated that Knorr had not
lived in the state for 20
years as he claimed.
KNORR, A former
Washington D.C. lobbyist,
says he played a major
role in operating a family
farm in North Dakota even
while he was working in
Washington and has spent
as much, if not more, time
in the state than Burdick
during Burdick's 22 years
in the Senate.
In Mississippi, a commercial by Senator John
Stennis upset challenger
Haley Barbour so much he
asked that it not be shown.
Barbour complained the
spot gave the impression
Stennis still is chairman of
the Armed Services Committee. When the Republicans took control of the
Senate two years ago,
Stennis lost his
chairmanship.
In Maine, a spokesman
for Representative David
Emery, who is running for
the Senate, was unhappy
about the commercials of
his opponent, incumbent
Senator George Mitchell.
The spokesman accused
Mitchell of capitalizing on
some unintentional errors
Emery made about Mitchell's record and of trying
"to get the voters to think
that whenever Dave Emery clears his throat or
wishes an elderly lady a
cheerful good morning, it's
likely to be a distortion."

BEAT

a new music
nightclub in Toledo

OPENING NOV. 3
412 East Wooster

-l^1^^

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

BREAKFAST
SPECIAL

P^S
F> J ) |

Tuesday thru
Friday
7AMI1AM

I
jL B
L«*
V
Uit B \i

Si 89
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Bowling Green, Ohio

3414 Sylvania between
Secor & Monroe
(419) 475-4381

i
Hours:

Includes

Tuesday thru
Saturday 7 am-8 pm

toast choice ol
liacon or

Sundoy 8 om 3 pm

.<■ and

Closed Monday

CO'

THE ^ "NEW"
Dixie Electric Co.
An Entertainment Utility

LOCKER ROOM
SPORTING GOODS
109 N. MAIN
Bats 50% Off Glow 50%
soccwbjlls'loottnlls'basketbslls
40% off
Shorts (L-XL) 50% off Shirts 50', oil
Hooded Sweatshirts 30X oil
Reg. 15.00
Now 10.50*
BROOKS SHOES 40% off
(models In stock only)
I-Stwts: 2/3 sleeve OasebaJ jerseys 3 button jerseys
30% off
Sweat pants - ALL COLORS • 30% off

Reg $8.95

Now $6.25

wwww*»*»»»*w»wwwww*w*l> ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft wwif
POSSIBILITIES & REALATIES
FOR BLACK FEMINISM IN THE 80's

e**^

A workshop and discussion for women and men. Led by
Leslie D' Cora Holmes, a tenant acytivist with a grassroots
coalition outside of New York City primarily organizing
Black women around housing issues.
Thursday, October 21,7:30 p.m., Faculty Lounge, Union
Sponsored by Wonen for women.Frtt

BLACK WOMEN'S HISTORY
THROUGH MUSIC

m

^

fa

"NEW"

-

Dixie Electric Co.

Home of the
Belly-Up Party

An Entertainment Utility
Plug yourself in at the Dixie

.

Doors Open
8:30

874-2253

Expires 10/23/82

Admit One

But Bring You
College I.D.
For Surprises

A workshop led by members of the group Sweet Honey
in the Rock
Friday, October 22, 4:00p.m., Amani Room
Sponsored by Women lor Women and The Women's Studies
Devt. Free

SWEET HONEY IN THE ROCK-IN CONCERT
8:00 p.m., Grand Ballrom, Union

FOR COLORED GIRLS WHO HAVE CONSIDERED SUICIDE/ WHEN THE RAINBOW IS
ENUF
A passionately feminist spellbinder that captuers the inner
feeling's of today's Black women and goes beyond that to
achieve its own kind of unive salitv. A poignant, gripping,
angry and beautiful theatre work. Director: Dr. John S. Scott
October 27-30, 8:00 p.m.,Joe E. Brown Theatre
Sponsored by Ethnic Cultural Arts Program and the Theatre
Department Admission: $1.00

r*frM*^rrfY*l
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Cards win the World Series
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The St. Louis
Cardinals, molded by Manager
Whitey Herzog in his own feisty image
and driven by the persistent bats of
Keith Hernandez and George Hendrick, ended 15 years of frustration
Wednesday night by beating the Milwaukee Brewers 6-3 to win baseball's
79th World Series.
The Cardinals won their ninth Series and the fourth straight by a
National League team with three runs
in the sixth inning of the decisive
seventh game, on RBI hits by Hernandez and Hendrick and the seven-hit
Eitching of Joaquin Andujar and
nice Sutler. The Cards pounded 15
hits.
They were the speed-oriented Cardinals - a replica of Herzog's three
American League West Division
champions in Kansas City, with perhaps a little less power.
They were the Mississippi riverboat
gamblers, unafraid to risk the present
for the future either in the front office
or on the field. Eight of the 25 players
on the World Series roster were not on
the team when Herzog became man-

RBI.
The lights also shone on Hendrick.
who had nine hits in the Series ana
drove in the winning run Wednesday
night, capping the Cardinals' rally in
the sixth.

ager before the 1961 season.

PERHAPS THE MOST daring of
them all was Andujar, who came back
from a painful leg injury to pitch
seven innings for his second victory of
the Series.
He was not perfect, but he had help,
and he made the big pitches when it
was necessary. Sutter pitched the last
two innings for his second save.
Sutter retired Gorman Thomas for
the last out on a strikeout with the
crowd shouting "Bruce, Bruce." As
fireworks exploded over the stadium,
Cardinal players mobbed the ace reliever at the pitcher's mound and fans
poured onto the field despite the attempts of security men to hold them
back.
When the lights were turned on at
Busch Stadium Wednesday night,
they shone on a new era of baseball in
St. Louis, which had been in 12 previous World Series.
And the lights shone brightly on
Hernandez, whose sleeping bat awoke
in Game 5 after going 0-for-16, and
who finished with a Series-high eight

THEY SHONE BRIGHTLY on
Dane lore, whose nine hits as a designated hitler tied two other players for
the World Series record. And they
shone brightly on Herzog.
These Cardinals inevitably will be
compared with Gas House Gang, St.
Louis' 1934 World Series champions
featuring Dizzy Dean, Ducky Medwick and Pepper Martin.
This was not a mean, spikes-high
team like that outfit of 38 years ago Herzog had called this a "lady's
game' with no brushbacks and no
Beanballs - but the Cardinals nevertheless were world champions for the
first time since 1967, when they beat
the Boston Red Sox in seven games.
For the Brewers, who led the major
leagues this season with 216 homers,
it may have been a case of teasing
fate once too often.

They needed to win in the final day
of the regular season in Baltimore to
clinch their first AL East title. They
had to stage a history-making
comeback from an 0-2 deficit in the
AL playoffs against California to get
to the Series. And they did.
BUT EVEN UNDER the gentle
hand of Manager Harvey Kuenn and
with the power of men like Robin
Yount, Ben Oglivie and Cecil Cooper,
the Brewers could not beat fate a
third time.
The Brewers trailed 1-0 as St. Louis
clawed for a run in the fourth inning
but caught up on Andujar's first pitch
in the fifth.
Oglivie hit a drive into the lower
decs in right field, and there were
murmurs of doubt among the vocal
crowd of 53,723.
Was Andujar really fit to pitch?
With one out in the seventh inning of
Game 3, Milwaukee's Ted Simmons
hit a one-hopper off Andujar's right
shin, forcing the pitcher out of the
game after giving up only three hits.

Just for fun:

Falcon Fun Run for more than just funds
by Marc Delph
sports reporter

Most joggers run to get and/or stay
healthy, but the second annual Falcon
Fun Run adds new meaning to the
word jog.
The Fun Run, scheduled for this
Sunday at Robert H. Whittaker track,
is a fund raising event for both the
athletic department and area organizations. As the name implies, a good
time is in store for the participants
and the spectators as the athletic
department has planned a variety of
entertainment.
In charge of the event is Pat Brett,
who up until last year would not have
had time to put together the Fun Run
since' she coached women's fieM
hockey and indoor and outdoor track.
Budget cuts left her with only the
outdoor track duty and the new title of
"coordinator of special events in the
athletic department."
BUT BRETT is excited about her
new duties and said that the athletic
department and participating organizations in the Fun Run will profit from
the ordeal.
"It is a great opportunity for a

group or organization to raisp
money," she said. "Each runner from
each organization gets sponsors for
every lap (around the track). We split
the pledges received with the organizations.'
The athletic department is responsible for billing, collecting and distribution of pledge money. The
organizations can accept a flat fee
rather than a per lap pledge, according to Brett.
"Last year we found that a number
of people wanted to give a flat fee and
were willing to pay it in advance
rather than wait until after the
event," she said. "That, of course,
makes it easier for the athletic department to collect the money."
LAST YEAR, more than 1,000 runners and walkers representing local
clubs and campus, civic, youth sports,
high school and professional groups
took part in the Fun Run. As many
runners are expected this year.
More than $44,000 was collected
last year, representing a $22,000 addition to the athletic department bud6et. This year's total goal, says Brett,
: $100,000.

Domino's Pizza will also help the
athletic department at the event by
selling pizza by the slice for 50 cents
and donating that money toward an
upcoming BG race in North Carolina.
As for the "fun" aspect of the run,
many entertaining events are scheduled. Including in these are the Bowling Green marching band, a rock
band, men's and women's golf coach
A. J. Bonar singing folk music, the
Army ROTC's rifle and rappelling
display, and none other than Freddie
Falcon.
ALSO ON THE entertaining side
and opening up the three consecutive
one-hour runs will be a celebrity outing beginning at 12:30 p.m. Participating in this run will be such familiar
names and faces as BG Athletic Director Jack Gregory, Dean of College
of Education Sandra Packard, BG
football and hockey coaches, BG
mayor Alvin Perkins, local TV personality Jim Tichy, and possibly NFL
coaches from Cleveland and Cincinnati - depending on the strike situation.
Beginning at 1:30 p.m. will be cam-

6us runners, athletic teams, club
jams and social teams.
Roundjng out the event with a 3:30
p.m. start will be community organizations such as boy scouts, a youth
soccer club and the junior class of
Bowling Green high school.

Lessig will be
named as MAC
commissioner
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Jim
Lessig, the athletic director at the
University of Kansas, will be
named the fourth commissioner of
the Mid-American Conference
Thursday in Toledo. The Associated Press learned Wednesday
night.
A source within the conference
who asked not to be identified said
the league's Council of Presidents
has selected Lessig as the successor to Fred Jacoby, who has been
named the commissioner of the
Southwest Conference.
Lessig, 47, a former coach and
athletic official at Bowling Green
State University, will be introduced at a news conference Thursday at the Toledo Press Club.
Lessig admitted Wednesday
night that he was a candidate for
the position, but would not admit
that he had been selected for the
post.
Jacoby will resign Friday, Oct.
29, after 11 years as commissioner
of the conference, that includes 10
schools in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana
and Illinois.
Jacoby had replaced Bob James,
now the commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference, in 1971.
James had succeeded the late
Dr. David Reese, a Dayton dentist,
as the league's leader.
Reese had served as commissioner since the league was
founded in 1946.

For more incentive to those groups
who will not be running in this year's
Fun Run, it should be noted that many
groups made substantial amounts of
money last year. One club recieved
$1,500 for its efforts. The Falcon
Marching Band collected $574; an
area high school, $460; and several
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)~ Fiery
athletic teams received funds as the Billy Martin, whose Oakland A's
result of solicitations by their team slipped to a fifth-place finish just one
members.
year after winning the American
League West title, was fired as as
Brett said the emphasis of the manager Wednesday by team presievent is not competitive nor running. dent Roy Eisenhardt.
"It will be a fun time; a carnival
In a statement, Eisenhardt said he
atmosphere with lots of campus-com- did not blame Martin for the team's
munity interaction," she said.
poor showing this season, but said he
felt a change was necessary for the
of the A's.
In fact, those who feel they can't good
Martin, who has been negotiating
even run one lap around the track can with
several other AL teams for manwalk or crawl, according to Brett. It is agerial
positions, appeared to have
solely a money-making event for evdeparted amicably.
ery participant.
In a statement made by his attor-

Lessig will be introduced Thursday by the chairman of the selection committee, University of
Toledo President Glen Driscoll.
Lessig, a 1957 graduate of Bowling Green, returned to the MAC
member as an assistant basketball
coach in 1964.
He left with Bowling Green head
coach Bill Fitch in 1969 to assist Fitch
in the University of Minnesota baskethall program.
Lessig followed Fitch when the
latter became the head coach of the
Cleveland Cavaliers in 1970.
Lessig returned to Bowling
Green as director of alumni affairs
in 1971 and served in that position
until 1976.
He then became executive director of alumni and development,
serving in that capacity until he
was named Bowling Green's athletic director in 1978.
Lessig continued as the leader of
BG's athletic program until he was
selected as the Kansas athletic
director Feb. 12.
One of the reasons Lessig may
have wanted to leave the Big Eight
Conference school was the severe
penalties the Jayhawks face for
alleged football recruiting violations.
Reports say the National Collegiate Athletic Association is preparing to hand Kansas a severe
penalty for the alleged infractions.

Martin gets the axe

ney, Eddie Sapir, Martin expressed
appreciation to Eisenhardt and team
owner Walter Haas.
Martin led the A's to West title in
1981, his second year with the club.
but watched as it collapsed to this
season with a 68-94 record.
Martin, 54, has managed five major
league teams, including two stormy
tours with the New York Yankees and
controversial owner George Steinbrenner. He led the Minnesota Twins
and the Detroit Tigers to division
titles and, after leading the Texas
Rangers to a strong second-place
finish in 1974, returned to the Yankees
in 1975.

COUPON—

ICE COLD BEER AND WINE
RUFFLES
Potato Chips

SPRITE
Diet or Regular

1/2 Pounder
2 Liter

BOWLING GREEN JAYCEE
HAUNTED HOUSE
DISCOUNT COUPON
SAVE 50« OFF REG. PRICE

.89*
.89

?

PAY ONLY $1.50

Monday to Wednesday 10:AM til 12:AM
Thursday*Friday*Saturday 10:AM til 1:AM
Sunday LPM til 11:PM
Dairy Queen Bldg.
Rackct66IS near *005lel "■"■ Tracks

Oct. 22-23, Oct. 29-30
7:00-MIDNIGHT
CHILDREN UNDER 6 MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT

CAN YOU HELP?
Toledo Edison employment representatives will be
on campus November 4,1982.
Nuclear power generation is expected to replace
natural gas as the second most important source
of electricity in the near future.
Help us compete. Career opportunities are here
lor qualified graduates in Mechanical, Nuclear.
Electrical, and Chemical Engineering. Business
Administration, Accounting, Computer Science
and other fields. We also have "earn-while-youlearn" programs.
Our representatives would like a chance to convince you that the climate here is most favorable to
you. They will be on campus on the date shown
above.

:
:

O
c

AIRBORNE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
10 pm - 2 am

l

OLD KROGER
N. MAIN STREET

Hours:

Call or write tor more information,
Personnel Assistant (KH)
Toledo Edison Company,
Toledo. Ohio 43652
(419) 259-5447

ROCK & ROLL WITH

E. WOOSIEK AT STATE ST.

NO COVER CHARGE

Meet Me at the Station.
SUNDAY - PITCHER NITE
MONDAY - ROCK NITE
TUESDAY - LADIES NITE
(THE BEST LADIES NITE IN NORTHWEST OHIO)
WEDNESDAY- 50'S NIGHT
(GET 'LOCO' WITH PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS
AND DRAFT 8:00 - 10:00 PM
THURSDAY - DOUBLE VISION NITE
8:00 - 10:00 PM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY - LADIES NITE
CONDUCTORS SPECIAL EVERY HOUR
ON THE HOUR 8PM -10:00 P.M.

TOLEDO

EDISON
An Equal Opportunity Employ* MfF

I
I

LOCATED IN STADIUM
VIEW PLAZA
352-1223
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C LASSIFIEDS

TACOS TACOS TACOS
SO- EVEIir THURS., M PM AT SIM
ME QUICK. 143 E. WOOSTER. EAT
1 OW CARRY OUT 0NLYI

lowaifwd rotet or* *0c p«« line. * 1.M minim.—. KXD TTM 50< ..iro per
d ApproMimotely 24 to 30 tpocot p*r line
.AJMPUS/CITY EVENTS hn.ng» (or non-profit. PuWk »ervke octrvltle* will be
tntortod ONCI for free ond oi reojulor rote* thereofter.
>eodltne tor oil li»tino» it 2 day* before pvblKatton ot 4:00 p.m. Frtdoy ol
p m it ih« deadline for th» Tutttdoy edition.
tlotiili«d torm* or* ovoiloble Ot the ftO Newa Office. 10ft University H«ll.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Oct 21. 1982
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
ASSOCIATION
MEETING 4:10.
THURS.. OCT. 11. SIP UWTV. HALL
WBOU SS.1 FM PRESENTS "UPON
A ROCK" WHICH PROVIDES
THREE HOURS OF THE BEST IN
CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN MU
SIC EVERY SUNDAY FROM NOON
TO 3 PM ITS MUSIC WITH MEAN
NG ON YOUR CAMPUS RADIO
STATION

Lost smce 10 10 Urge, tong-r.weri
orange tiger cat nutty taa. Ilea tola/
REWARD" Any m'o Cat 3Si 6'.'i5
everanga
Lost 10113 In 347 Educ. Bldg.. 1
white wlndbreeker wforanga BGSU
on upper letl II found pteese contact Dawn. 2-3315
FOUND A watch by MSC Bldg
Friday around 10 30 CaB J T-4470
IdanWy
FOUND i owltaliy grown cahco female cal University Warehouse N ol
campus Tame housebroken-must
be someones pet Call 8-5 372
2121

RIDES
CANADIANS! CANADIANS1
I NEED A RIDE TO TORONTO ON
OCT 29 31 AND OVER THANKS
GIVING BREAK IF YOU CAN HELP
EITHER TIME PLEASE CONTACT
ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE I WILL
PAY 314 OF GAS. SCOTT 372
1055

UE H0LL0WAY i JEFF OARDNE
Congratulations on your
ENGAGEMENT'"
Love, essay. Sue. Kelley i Kaaey

SERVICES OFFERED
BOBBIE HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY!!
WE THINK THE WORLD OF YOU
AN0 ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO
'THE PARTY' FRIDAY LOVE. JILL
AND LISA.

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 AM
10:00 P.M.
!-tuO-43«-B03»

LOST AND FOUND

Lost LaoWs Gold Watch
at Rec Center Finder cal 352 9393.
Reward1

TWO WEEKS LEFTIII Mali* your
Sanlor portrait appointment
NOWIII Call THE KEY 372-OOSS

TO 4 FROM COLUMBJUS AREA
1DUSLIN. WRTHNQTN. UPPR
ARLNQTN) OCT. 22-24 I WILL
HELP WfQAS S. CALL 352-50*4 OR
371-4915.

Found lOspd D*e 6th street Must
describe. Can witt»n 4 days 353
135S
Lost at tootball game: A charm
holder necklace, has 8 charms and
sentimental value. II found please
call 352-3959. Cindy.

RUSH SKS EP
TONIGHT
T 30-9 30

Bros ol SAE congratulate Mike Bowman on his pxnnmg to Kris Owens
and Jim Zoldak tavaker to Karen
Wovrosh. and Joe Polo to Robin
Sowers

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rales
Cal 352-7305 alter 5pm

Brothers ot Sigma Nu.
We had the best time Monday night
The spaghetti was defccious Let's gel
together soon-Wei give you a call
Love, the Alpha Phis

Your typing needs • prompt, accurate
Sprolesswnal Can 352-4017

BODY Thanks for a nice Sat Let's
get together again soon but bring the
SC in a bottle Ihis time OK?--Gorri

PERSONAL
Alienrock-live from Finders
on Wooetar St
3:00 to 8:00 pm Sarlurdey.

PURCELL S BIKE SHOP
FEATURING PEUGEOT BIKES
131 W WOOSTER ST
362-6264

AH mteredi.,d persons Register now
for EOFf 460 Sex Role Stereotyping A Sex Discrimination m Education
Reaction panels speakers,
tarns Spring semester. Wed . 6-8
p m 2 credit hours, lor graduates
and undergraduates Study roots ol
sexism in educational xislitutions the
need lor change current governmental policies, develop new policies
Instructor Or Kathleen Murphey

Sweet Honey m the Rock' m concert
Friday Oct 22. 8 pm Grand Ball
room Union Tickets at the door
CHANGE OF PLANS. BUCKAROO
CHAPTER MEETING TONIGHT.
THURS0AY, FROM 11 TO? At Sam
B's. COME MEET OUR FIFTEEN,
GORGEOUS NEW PLEDGES!!
(THAT MEANS PLEDGES—SHOW
UPIL

Alpha Delta Pi Neophytes Actrvalion
>s drawing near You have nothing to
fear II will be great fun Initiation mto
the house that is number one' L 4 L
The sisters

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
BUCKAROO ACTIVES
RICER.
SCHNEEBLET AND BUCK C'MON
GRIDER COOPS BOGUE WINGS
BOONER SEACHERS DALE DOR.
NIE. AND PAUL WHO KNOW WHAT
THURSDAY NIGHT WILL BRING'
BUCKAROO ACTIVATION-ITS
LIKE NOTHING YOU'VE EVER EXPERIENCED

ATO wishes to Thank inc little sisses
and all others lor helping at homecoming' Appreciate it'
ATTENTION Anyone ffterested in
working at the Bowkng Green Varsity
Swimming Diving Meets there w* be
a meeting Thursday October 21 St at
6 00 p m in the Agnes Hootey Room
m the Student Recreation Center

Customized T-Shirts 4 Jerseys lor
your group or organization
Lowest Prices-Fast Delivery.
Call Jim 353-7011

presents...

"SOUND STREAM"
Friday and Saturday

$1.89

Fool Tournaments on Sunday
open Sunday 4:FM - 2:30 A.M.

TWO WEEKS LEFTIII Make your
Senior portrait appointment
NOWIII Cell THE KEY 372-0044.
Gats' Come and see what Kappa
Sigma * al about Starouster Rush.
TonlgW at 6 CO1
Happy Birthday Big Sig Sis Lee Ann'
Love your IM Stp SaV Jactue and J».
•HAPPY HOUR'
NOON TIL NINE MTWTRFS
•••HOLIDAYINN'"
HEY 02 s
CALL PLEDGE MICHELLE TUROCY
AT 372 1464 AND WISH HER A
HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY' SHE'S LEGAL AGAIN JIM BOB
HEY »35. COULO I SUGGEST A
SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM' IT
COULD BE YOUR LACK OF SLEEP
OR SOMETHING ELSE
WHO
KNOWS' PLEASE LET ME IN ON IT'
LUV. YOUR ADMIRING FEMALE
JAYCEE HAUNTED HOUSE
OLD KROGER STORE
OCTOBER 29 4 30
7 00 PM
MIDNIGHT

332-6673
PHI TAU PLEDGES THANKS A LOT
FOR TREATING OUR ACTIVES
RIGHT AT BREAKFAST' LUV, THE
PHI MU PHIS
PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS SIGN
UP Effective October 20. 1982. the
•osowing change in sign-up procedure* w* apply December grads wi
have preference on al schedules that
request Oeceember and May grade
December grads wil begin signing up
Irom 7 15 am to 7.30 am From
7 30 a m to 8.00 a m . schedules
may be Wad m my May grads All
grads must be m the major specified
by the oroanizallonsM.
•••HOUOAYINN'"
LIVE BAND-DANCE
HAPPY HOUR
ALL NIGHT THURSDAY
PURCELLS BIKE SHOP
X-COUNTRY SKI SALES AND
RENTAL 131 W WOOSTER ST

JAYCEE HAUNTED HOUSE
OLD KROGER STORE
OCTOBER 22.23.29. 4 30
7 00 PM - MIDNIGHT

3526264

Kelley, Kaaey. Casey, 4 Sue,
You guys out did yourselves!
Thanks lor everything!
Low. Jell 4 Sue.
Kenny
Thanks lor a super time at Sigma Chi
Homecoming it was memorable-il I
could lust remember' Luv. T-Bird
P S Good luck m your next hockey
flame You re house is *1 '
Learn about Iho environment Take
Ptmosophy ol Environment Education Spring Semester EDFI 416.
Section 1139. Tuesday 6-9 P M Or
Adetia M Peters. 372 0207

P B . Kotjs. 'Farm Animal'. Ben and
Sub Pledge. Joseph Claude and
Doug
Homecoming waa
TOO
GOOD, thanks so muchi Love, the
Do-Good's Rogers. P-head. Js*
txrd. Sandra Dee. Oan-tron Slews.
Judewell and Crac-o-wiU
P S. Wish you were mete. Ben'

Love Stricken- Joe Polo is now
pinned lo Mike Mastromonaco *>
what appears to be a rush marriage
■ ol a rabbit dying

TACOS TACOS TACOS
SO- EVERY THURS., 5-9 PM AT SUB
ME QUICK. 143 E. WOOSTER. EAT
IN OR CARRY OUT ONLY I
Take advantage ol our Perm Special.
Reg S40 00 • Now $30 00 Includes cut 5 conditioner Roman's
Hair Deeigners Stadium Plaza - 3522107
Thanks W APO lor all their help
with the charities board pumpkin
sale. QreatfOb.
THE WASH HOUSE
250 N Mam
_01't.N 24 HOURS DAILY
TONIGHT AT COLLEGE STATION
DOUBLE VISION NIGHT
8 pm -10 pm.
LOCATED IN STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA
To the Alpha Phis
Boy do we have a big surprise for you
tommorrow night Gel excited1 Love.To the fabulous men of Tau Kappa
Epaaon Good luck with your NEW
BEGINNINGS You guys are the
best" Love Cartye
T-shirt silk screening. II your not
getting your shirts Irom JEANS N'
THINGS -your probably paying loo
much!! Jeans N' Things, 531 Ridge

St

RUSH SIG EP
TONIGHT
7 30-D30

TWO WEEKS LEFT!!! Make your
Senior
portrait appointment
NOW!!' Call THE KEY 372-0084.

RUSSELL'S SWEATS
$10 50
Rec Center-Pro Shop

Warn a Dale? Need a Male? N'a
never too late! Listen to WFAL S80
a.m.'s 'Fox Hunt' every Thursday
Nile, Call in to the Person sitting In
that nite picking dates Irom callers.
Lei your personality shine on WFAL
7:30-9:30 p.m.

SAE SOCCER TEAM GET PSYCHED
FOR TKETA CHI GAME THIS
THURSDAY LOVE YOUR FANS Phi
Alpha.

MARGIE AND SARAH WELCOME
TO MY FAMILY I'M SO PROUD TO
BE YOUR BIG GOOD LUCK ON
SATURDAY I WISH I COULD BE
HERE REMEMBER. I'M HERE IF
YOU NEED ME LOVE. MICHELE

WANTED
AHluanl suburban Ctavaland couple tovely home. w<sh lo adopt newr-xn Caucasian baby Al expenses
paid Strictest confidence. (216)
382-2703 evenings 4 weekends

Twenty one National Student Exchange schools olter study abroaa
proorams as well as domestic exchange opportunities For more information contact the Clr of Educ
Options 231 Admin Bldg . 3720202

SAE s congratulate Joe Polo on your
lavafcermg to Mike Dong' Mastromonaco
.

SCEC BOARD MEMBERS:
Thanks lor ail your hard work and
time You guys are fantastic (even
Chris & Jodil' Keep up the good
word Love. Kim

W8GU—FM will be broadcaatlng
live from Finders on Wooster SI.
Saturday Oct. 23 Irom 1:00 to 6:00
Mindy and Dianna. formerly ol Hair
Repair are now taking appointments
at Roman s Hair Designers Stadium
Plaza 352 2107

I PRESEIT THIS COUPOI FOR |
A FBEE SAME OF
POOL OR SuTFLEBOARD
L^wrcE^aTimwa/e^j
WCCSTER
m-m

I

352-1504

F.
Rmte
needed
Spr
Sem
$470 sem Will negotiate Cal 353
1355
F Roommate Wanted
Spring Sem . $400/Semester & Ut»hea. Cal 352-3928
F Roommate needed immediately
Apt on Wooster St Across Irom
Kohl Hal Qu*t Cal Julie 352

5745
800 sq foot shop space, cement
floor, heal, water 352-1229.
F RMTE NEEDEO FOR 2ND SEM
HAVEN HOUSE APT -UKE NEW'
$1251*40 a ELEC CALL TAMI

352-6949
F. ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 2ND
SEMESTER. LOW RENT, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS, 140 MANVILLE. CALL

$si-$4ia.
2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close to Campus. 2nd and
High Cal Erica at 352 4062
t F RMTE NEEDED 2ND SEM 835
4TH ST . BTWN HIGH & S COL
LEGE
S560SEM . FURNISHED
CALL 362-0759
2 fm wanted to sublease turn apt 1
blk (torn campus
Spr
Sem
S125 00 moa elec no utilities Call
mmediately JSJ -1421
2 students needed lor 5 bdrm hse
Spr Sem. 319 Pike 1-267-3341

I

No Coupon Necessary
Just Come On In.
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Beautiful 4 bdrm house on Maumee
River in WatervWte* 15 mm from campus Avail Jan-July or Aug . 1983
Semi-turn Auto includ $180 mo per
student, utii includ (up lo 3 studentsj Cal 878 4333 or 372 2026
1 S 2 Bedroom Apts Available 352
3841 11 00-3 00 pm or 354-1120
after 3:00 pm
Grad
students, professionals
looking lor 2nd semester housing?
Consider a tuty furnished studio 1
bedroom furnished or unfurnished
apartment m quiet landscaped surroundings just 8 minutes Irom campus Located near two shopping
centers Spring semester rental applications are now being accepted Cal
352-7245 or visit Lamplight Court
Apaitmunti MQ SouU Mam Strut-t
2 bedroom turn apt Heat, water
Cable TV paid lor A/C. parfung lot
laundry tacales. $340 mo Call 352
7182
Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rates John Newlove Real Estate
354 2260 or 352-6553
STUDENTS S FACULTY
We sti have some nice apartments
available Grve us a cal for al your
housing needs NEWLOVE MAN
AGEMENT 336 S Main 352 5620
4 UNFURN rooms bath & kit prrv
$200 mo incl uN Female grad sld
or prolessMinal prel 352-4235.5-7
pm

SELL AVON' EARN EXTRA DOL
LARS<"Cal Lou Ann 352 8731 Slu
dents needed (or weekends
Bartenders waitresses and iloor
help must be over 21 No experience necessary Apply at Dixie Electrie Co during bus»ness hours

Interested in a very inexpensive but
nice and convenient private living
space-* Call 352 0209 late evenmgs

352 0590

,™__^__

1 BDRM APT UNFURN YOU PAY
UTIL
I YR LEASE DEP RE
QUIRED $190 MO 420 S ENTERPRISE CALL JOHN 352 2764

-Free Delivery-

ITS A SHOCKER!
When you create your Halloween vision at
THE SOURCE, you may even shock yoursell THE SOURCE has everything you
need lo make Halloween an absolutely
unloroeiiabie expeneoce1
COSruMfS M«S«S UAKC-UR WIGS
momm» HAIH SPRAV G»«S£«u«r
SEAGlf PUSS OIASSCS ETCtltRtH. RAH

12" Pizza w/ (1) item or more
or
14" Plain Pizza or (1) item
•TWO FREE LITERS of MR. PIBB w/purchase
of
16" Pizza w/ (1) item or more
NO COUPON NECESSARY

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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You owe it to yourself to check out
Mid Am Manor s Charles Tower Apts
cal 352-4380 SunThurs 10 302 30. 352-7361 Mon-Fn
5 00
8 00 pm

Tired ol roommates'' En|0y peace &
Ou*et m our tuliy lurnished studio apt
sign up now lor 2nd semester ol take
advantage ol our FaH specials' Char
«ng Cross Apts . 101 7 S Main Si

t

99

1?

Towne House Apartments
2 bedroomturn-unturn
long & short leases
$225 00 and up
Rentals B-7. 3535691

•FREE LITER of MR. PIBB w/purchase of

PEANUT BUSTER
PARFAIT

'

FOR RENT

Sales & Sales mgmt $1 1 Buibon Co
Highly Motivated individuals needed
to service Toledo & B G territory
Informational meeting Oct 26th 8
pm Mid-Am Bank Foneserv Cal
ledMiier 354 1133 after 7 pm

"ASK FOR MR, PIBB

October 21-24
Thursday thru Sunday

3

"77" Mustang II. hatch, p b . pa .
auto. AM—FM al. 8 track. Two.
see al 311 E Reed 352-6818

Leasing for 2nd Semester
1 or 2 bdrm apta . (urn or unlurn
$190 or $220 mo Pendleton Management 352 2276 til 6pm 352
0232 or 352-6992 eves

y»

?

•GARAGE SALE'
225 Clay St . Thurs T>. 10am4pm
2 waahera. 1 dryer, gaa atove. re
'no/freezer aide by side, photo papers some photo equip World book
set, piano books. Pong Atari books.
bdrm sal a porch swing, etc

F rmmt wanted Immediately or next
semester Cal Cathy 2 2881 <ask lor
typesetting)

I

434 E. WOOSTER

14

FOR SALE

J516 E. WOOSTER *¥**

Dairy
Queen j'1

1

WOMEN NEEDED FOR RESEARCH
PROJECT. NEED NON-SMOKING
DURING AND POST—MENOFAUSAl WOMEN TO PARTICIPATE.
WILL IE PAID AND REOUIRESSHORT AMOUNT OF TIME. CALL
TAMI. 352-3121

Apt to sublet spr-ng sem One bedroom >n Campus Manor Great Location for Winter S 300 mo plus utii
Cable TV. Cal Ann 352 0063

OVERSEAS JOBS — Summer year
round Europe. S Amer . Australia
Asia
AH Fields
$500 $1200
monthly
Sightseeing
Free mto
Write IJC Box 52-OH3 Corona Del
Mar CA 92625

Corner of S. MainJ
and Napoleon

Waakand braakfaat cook. muM
hava axpananca Apply In paraon al
Comar KMchan. m S. Mala.

Desperately need female roommate.
Clean apartment. Rent negotiable 10
mm from campus $11 3 50 monthly.
Cal Kim 354-1957

HELP WANTED

$1.89
Ice

BLACK SWAMP MAGAZINE M
looking lor writers ot investigative
pieces on issues relevant to NW
Orw Humorous how-to's. unique
personal experiences ot others, interviews with lac-nating N W Ohio characters and rvdepth sports and cultural
articles speciUcaVy tailored lor a magazine audience Deadline lor stones
lor the December issue are to be
turned mto the Black Swamp maflbox
in the School ol Journalism. 103
University Hal by November 3

1 m rmmle. needed for spring
semester. S125. per mo. for Haven
House Apt. Please Help! 352-2090;
Oeorje.

postage stamps available
737 S. Main
352-8639

TUCKER TVPWQ
Co«eg»ite business, personal
Nancy 3570609
5th Year - Ft* ..me Mrvic«

'Sweet Honey m the Rock' in concert
Friday Oct 22. 8 p m Grand Ban
room Union Tickets al the door

RONNIE MY ITALrON STALUON'
THANKS FOR A TERHIFIC HOME
COMING AND SWEETEST
YOU
ARE THE ONLY ONE FOR ME I
REALLY LOVE YOU YOUR SECRET
ADMIRER

L« Juke Nunes. A little katydid tok)
me you want a clue I'm not who you
thy* I am' Btg"
Lisa Todd I m so glad to have you as
my little Can't wait until Friday KD
Love Your BKJ'1

Sue HoHowey 4 0 orga Gardner
Congratulations
on your engagemant

!■■

"COME CHECK OUT OCR IIGHTLY SPECIALS"
and
Newly Remodeled Dance Floor

E.

Personalized Musical Massages
By SINGING GREETINGS
You gNe ua The lacta-we wnte
and sing the song

homo

NR

50's G BO's Music on friday
Variety ot Music on Saturday

:;:

OfT YOUR FANNY WARMER AT
JEANS N' THINGS 531 RIDOE ST

SOUTH SIDE 6
""Pepsi"!
Milk
1 gal
16 oz.

THE BROKEN BOOT

k

Sigma PM EpslWn Brother ol the
week-Brett Klma

Falcon Balloon bouquets, brown
orange a white It Inch balloons
352 6061

II
It

ii

17

13

See you al THE SOURCE.
518 E. Wooster
352-7444

OFFER 0000 THROUGH OCTOBER 26, 1982

10 Oklahoma
41 Roman lather
ACROSS
11 Pub portion
1 Maize porridge 42 Appraised
12 Jewish month
44
pence (old
5 Library stamp
13 Existence
10 German admiral
tax)
in Falkland*
45 At no time: Poet. 18 Hanker
23
Wrath
46 "The Way We
battle, 1914
24 At present
14 Malay canoe
47 Blemish
25 American orni15 Soap plant
thologist,
16 Musaum pieces 50 Slips
1877-1962
51 Legume
17 Forehanded
26 Type of ray
54 Cheater
ones''
27 See 38 Across
Arthur
19 Burden
28 Endures
20 JFK's predeces- 55 In advance
58 Not ot the cloth 29 Banks or Rapids
sor
21 Scrooge's name. 59 Game of chance 30 Winged: Bot
31 More tardy
for short
60 Callas role
32 Headliners
22 Rudder brace
61 Concerning
34 Prickly plant
24 Humpty Dumpty's62 Ruhr center
63 College festivity 37 Congregate
nemesis
41 Intrinsically,
25 Caliber
Latin style
26 In abundance
43 Sun. discourse
29 Pattonand
44 Outside stairway
Bradley, e.g.
46 Composed
DOWN
33 Not give
47 Spanish surrealls
1
Hied
(be careless)
2 Rumanian city
48 Gusto
34 Word with III or
49 Exposition
3 Claque's cry
well
50 Newts
4 Crony
35 Spring support
5 Worksupertlclally51 Paltry poker
36 Vapor
holding
6 Swiss philoso37 Bedouins
52 Within: Prefix
pher. 1821-81
38 One way to say
7 Rent
53 First person
so long
56 Greek Aurora
8 Yore
39 Night flier
9 Echoes
57 Chance
40 Trig term

£*•****•** **********************
*

BG vs. UT

JM-K5I Kz-HSI KMSSI JSJ-HSI J52-JS5I H2-J55I MMM

j

'2.00 OFF

1

|

ANY X-LAR6E 2
ITEM PIZZA

i

Saturday October 23 7:30 p.m.
SUPPORT THE FALCONS AT
THE UT GLASS BOWL!!!
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE.

k»****»*•**•*******•*****••* •*?

:« MARKS PIZZA*,J

J51-HSI 3S2-35S1 MMM Kl «$l >S2-K51 H2-MS1 Hl-K«

I*

4f
aflgSJSte

SPIN THE WHEEL!

HAPPY HOURS

7-9 Every Nite
3-9 Friday Afternoon
AND NOW OPEN ON SUNDAY'S AT 8:00 P.M.

